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Abstract
The paper approaches the classical combinatorial problem of freeness of words, in the more general case of partial words. First, we
propose an algorithm that tests efficiently whether a partial word is kfree or not. Then, we show that there exist arbitrarily many cube-free
infinite partial words containing an infinite number of holes, over binary alphabets; thus, there exist arbitrarily many k-free infinite partial
words containing an infinite number of holes for k ≥ 3. Moreover, we
present an efficient algorithm for the construction of a cube-free partial word with n holes. In the final section of the paper, we show that
there exists an infinite word, over a four-symbol alphabet, in which
we can substitute randomly one symbol with a hole, and still obtain a
cube-free word; we show that such a word does not exist for alphabets
with less symbols. Further, we prove that in this word we can replace
arbitrarily many symbols with holes, such that each two consecutive
holes are separated by at least two symbols, and obtain a cube-free
partial word. This result seems interesting because any partial word
containing two holes with less than two symbols between them is not
cube-free. Finally, we modify the previously presented algorithm to
construct, over a four-symbol alphabet, a cube-free partial word with
exactly n holes, having minimal length, among all the possible cubefree partial words with at least n holes.

Keywords:Infinite words; Partial words; Thue-Morse word; k-freeness;
Overlap-freeness; etc.
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Introduction

The area of Combinatorics on Words took birth at the beginning of the
last century, when Thue initiated a systematic study of words in a series of
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papers ([22, 23]). In these papers, there were considered several combinatorial problems that arose in the study of the sequences of symbols, problems
that were solved with the usual tools of discrete mathematics. One of the
most important results obtained by Thue regarded the repetitions (consecutive occurrences of a factor) inside a word (see [22, 23], or “Section 1.6:
Repetitions in words” from [1]).
Nowadays, the interest in the study of Combinatorics on Words is increasing, since this field finds applications in several areas such as: computer
science (language theoretic properties, algorithms on strings, data compression, data communication, model checking - see, for example, [1, 2, 9, 10,
13]), biology and bio-inspired computing (DNA analysis, bio-inspired computing models, molecular biology - see, for example, [11, 12, 14, 16]), etc.,
starting from the premise that the data used in these areas can be easily
represented as words over some particular alphabet.
Having as motivation many intriguing practical problems that appear
as applications of the central topics in the field of Combinatorics on Words,
such as gene comparison, Berstel and Boasson suggested the usage of partial
words in this context (see [3]). Partial words, a canonical extension of the
classical words, are sequences that, besides regular symbols, may have a
number of unknown symbols, called “holes” or “wild cards”. Molecular
biology, in particular, has stimulated a considerable interest in the study
of combinatorics on partial words; for example, the alignment of the DNA
sequences is conceived as a construction of two compatible partial words
(see [16]).
Until now, there have been investigated several combinatorial properties
of the partial words such as: periodicity, conjugacy and primitivity, i.e., Fine
and Wilf’s Theorem, Defect Theorem, Critical Factorization Theorem (see
[4, 5, 6, 7, 20, 21]). Also, in [5], the author made a first step in investigating
languages of partial words by introducing the concept of pcodes, sets of partial words fulfilling a code-like property. A new approach from this point of
view was given by Leupold in [15], where he obtained languages of partial
words by puncturing the classical ones. As basic properties, he studies the
finiteness of a language’s root and analyzes the conditions in which such a
language is a code. Languages of partial words obtained by puncturing languages of full words are approached in [17], as well; in this paper, the author
describes, in terms of similarity of languages, the restorations of punctured
languages (i.e., languages that may have produced the given language of
partial words, by puncturing), provided that the number of unknown positions (holes) in a word or, in a more general case, the proportion of unknown
positions per word, respectively, is bounded by a positive constant.
Since in many applications the length of the words investigated can be arbitrarily large, it is natural to study infinite words (words of infinite length).
In this paper, the concept of partial word is extended to that of infinite partial word. In this framework, we study the problem of identifying and con2

structing k-free partial words, i.e., words that do not contain k consecutive
factors which are pairwise compatible. Our study is aimed in two directions:
we are interested in both combinatorial and algorithmic aspects regarding
the k-freeness of infinite partial words.
The structure of the paper is as follows: first, we present the notions and
main results that we use in our approach; further, we propose an algorithm
that efficiently decides whether a given partial word is k-free or not, for
k ∈ N, and, in the case when the word is not k-free, it outputs a factor of
the input word that violates the k-freeness property. In the last two sections
we present several results that state the existence of infinite k-free partial
words (with k ≥ 3), over alphabets with 2 and 4 symbols; these results
are proved by effectively constructing such words. Moreover, we present
two efficient algorithms for the construction of cube-free partial words over
binary or four-symbol alphabets, respectively, whose number of holes is given
as input data.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we present the main definitions and results that are to be used
throughout the paper. For a more detailed presentation of these aspects, as
well as for the proofs of the results cited here, we refer to [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,
13, 18].
In the following, we denote by N the set of natural numbers, and by
N+ = N\{0} the set of positive integers. For i, j ∈ N we denote by {i, . . . , j}
the set {k | k ∈ N such that i ≤ k ≤ j}.

2.1

Finite and infinite words

Let A be a non-empty finite set, called alphabet. An element a from A is
usually called symbol or letter; if A has k elements it is called k-symbol
alphabet.
A finite word w over the alphabet A is a finite sequence of symbols
from A; usually, a finite word is depicted as w = a1 . . . an . The sequence
with 0 symbols, or the empty word, is denoted by λ. Observe that a finite
word w = a1 . . . an can be defined as a mapping w : {1, . . . .n} → A, with
w(i) = ai .
Similarly, a one-way infinite word is depicted as: w = a1 a2 a3 . . ., and
can be formally defined as a mapping from N+ to A, that associates to each
position of the word the symbol that is present on that position.
We denote by A∗ the set of finite words over the alphabet A, by A+ the
set of finite and non-empty words over A, and by Aω the set of one-way
infinite words over the same alphabet. It is not hard to see that A∗ is the
free monoid generated by A, under the operation of catenation of words (the
catenation of two words u and v is defined as the string uv); the unit element
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in this monoid is represented by the empty word λ. We stress out the fact
that we can also apply catenation to pairs consisting of a finite word and a
one-way infinite word, given that the left factor is finite.
The length of a finite word w over the alphabet A, denoted by |w|, is
defined as the number of occurrences of the symbols from A in that word.
A finite word u is said to be a factor of the (infinite) word w if w = xuy,
where x is a finite word. Moreover, u is a prefix of w if w = uy and u is
finite; u is a suffix of w if w = xu where x is a finite word (note that u is
infinite if and only if w is infinite).
A morphism is a mapping h : A∗ → B ∗ that satisfies h(xy) = h(x)h(y),
for all x, y ∈ A∗ ; since A∗ is the free monoid generated by A, h is completely
defined by the values h(a), for all a ∈ A, and h(λ) = λ. Given a morphism
h we can canonically define how this morphism works for infinite words: for
w = a1 a2 a3 . . . ∈ Aω , we have h(w) = h(a1 )h(a2 )h(a3 ) . . ..
Since Aω is an uncountable set, hence there is no effective way to define
its elements, we focus on infinite words that can be described through some
precise method. The most frequently used method to define infinite words
(as stated in the survey [13]) is that of iterating a morphism. More precisely,
we assume that h : A∗ → A∗ is a morphism such that it verifies the following
relation: there exists a symbol a ∈ A verifying h(a) = aα, with α ∈ A+ .
Because a is a prefix of h(a) it follows that hi (a) is a prefix of hi+1 (a).
Consequently, the limit (called the infinite word defined by iterating the
morphism h) w = limi→∞ hi (a) exists. This infinite word is a fixed point of
the morphism h, i.e., h(w) = w. In the following we present an example of
an infinite word defined using this method.
Example 1 (The Thue-Morse word) Let h : {a, b}∗ → {a, b}∗ be a morphism defined by h(a) = ab and h(b) = ba. We define t0 = a and ti = hi (a).
Remark that ti+1 = h(ti ) and that ti+1 = ti ti , where x is the word obtained
from x by replacing each occurrence of a with b and each occurrence of b
with a. We define the Thue-Morse word by: t = limi→∞ ti = limi→∞ hi (a).
The Thue-Morse word t is a fixed point for the morphism h, i.e., h(t) = t.
We say that an (infinite) word w is k-free if there does not exist a word
x such that xk is a factor of w. Also, a (infinite) word is called overlap-free
if it does not contain any factor of the form xyxyx with x 6= λ. It is clear
that any overlap-free word w is k−free, for k ≥ 3, and, as well, any 2-free
word is overlap-free. For simplicity, a 2-free word is said to be square-free,
and a 3-free word is said to be cube-free.
A result that will be used throughout the paper, regarding the Thue
Morse infinite word t, defined in Example 1, is the following:
Theorem 1 (Thue Theorem)[22, 23] The Thue-Morse word t is overlapfree.
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Remark 1 As a consequence of Theorem 1, it follows that the Thue-Morse
word t is k-free for all k ≥ 3.

2.2

Partial words

A partial word of length n over the alphabet A is a partial function u :
◦
{1, . . . , n} → A. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if u(i) is defined we say that i belongs
to the domain of u (denoted by i ∈ D(u)), otherwise we say that i belongs
to the set of holes of u (denoted by i ∈ H(u)). A partial word whose set of
holes is empty is called full word.
Let  be a symbol that does not belong to A. If u is a partial word of
length n over A, then the companion of u is the total function (or the full
word) u♦ : {1, . . . , n} → A ∪ {♦} defined by:

u(i), if i ∈ D(u)
u♦ =
♦, otherwise
For convenience, finite partial words are seen as full words over the extended
alphabet A ∪ {} (see [4, 5, 6, 7]); this permits us to speak, for example,
about the partial word abba instead of the partial word with the companion
abba. Usually, a partial word u of length n is depicted as u = a1 . . . an ,
where ai = u (i). In this way, one can easily define the catenation of partial
words, as the catenation of the corresponding full words over A ∪ {}, and
the length of partial words, as the length of the corresponding full words
over A ∪ {}.
The partial words u and v are said to be equal if u and v have the same
length, D(u) = D(v) and u(i) = v(i) for all i ∈ D(u). If u and v are two
partial words of equal length, then u is said to be contained in v, u ⊂ v, if all
the elements of D(u) are contained in D(v) and u(i) = v(i) for all i ∈ D(u).
We say that u is properly contained in v, u < v, if u ⊂ v and u 6= v. Note
that for a full word u and a partial word v, with |u| = |v|, if u ⊂ v then
H(v) = ∅ and u = v.
Similarly to the case of full words, we say that the partial word u is a
factor of the partial word w if there exist partial words x and y such that
w = xuy. If x = λ we say that u is a prefix of w, and if y = λ we say that u
is a suffix of w. If w = a1 . . . an , we denote by w[i..j] the factor ai . . . aj of
w, and by w[i] the symbol ai ; we say that w[i] is the symbol placed on the
ith position in the partial word w.
We say that two partial words u and v are compatible, denoted by u ↑ v,
if there exists a partial word w such that u ⊂ w and v ⊂ w.
The notion of one-way infinite partial word extends the notion of partial
word in a natural way. A one-way infinite partial word over the alphabet
◦
A is a partial function u : N+ → A. As in the case of finite partial words,
for i ∈ N+ , such that u(i) is defined, we say that i belongs to the domain
of u (i ∈ D(u)); otherwise we say that i belongs to the set of holes of u
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(i ∈ H(u)). The infinite partial words that do not contain any hole are
called infinite full words. The companion function of the infinite partial
word u is the total function (the full infinite word) u : N+ → A ∪ {},
defined by the same relation as in the case of finite partial words; we say
that the symbol u (i) is the symbol placed on the ith position in the infinite
partial word u. Intuitively, the companion function associates with each
position of the word the symbol (from A ∪ {}) appearing on that position.
One-way infinite partial words are seen as elements of (A∪{})ω : an infinite
partial word is usually depicted as u = a1 a2 a3 . . ., with ai ∈ A ∪ {}.
The infinite partial words we describe in this paper are obtained from
infinite full words by applying the finite transduction defined by a deterministic generalized sequential machine of particular type. In the following we
describe formally this strategy.
Recall that a deterministic generalized sequential machine (dgsm) is a
6-tuple M = (Q, V, U, q0 , F, f ) where Q is a set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial
state, F ⊂ Q is the set of final states, V and U are finite sets of symbols,
namely, the set of input symbols and, respectively, the set of output symbols,
and the transition-output function f : Q × V → Q × U ∗ ; this function is
extended canonically to Q × V ∗ . The finite transduction defined by M
is the function TM : V ∗ → U ∗ , defined by: TM (v) = u if and only if
f (q0 , v) = (q, u) and q ∈ F .
In this paper we will use a particular type of dgsms in which we consider
that each state is final and that  is contained in the set of output symbols.
If M is such a dgsm, it is not hard to see that if u is a prefix of v, then
TM (u) is also a prefix of TM (v). Let w be a infinite full word, and denote
by wn the prefix of length n of this word. One can obtain an infinite partial
word w0 from w by taking: w0 = limn→∞ TM (wn ).
A partial word w ∈ (A ∪ {})∗ is said to be k-free if for any non-empty
factor x1 . . . xk of w, there does not exist a partial word u, such that xi ⊂ u
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Remark 2 It is rather simple to note that any partial word w over A, with
|w| ≥ 2 and H(w) 6= ∅, cannot be square-free, since it contains at least one
of the factors a or a, where a ∈ A ∪ {}. Also, if w is n-free, then w is
m-free for m ≥ n.
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An efficient algorithm for deciding if a partial
word is k-free

In this section we propose an algorithm that, given a finite partial word w
and a natural number k, decides whether w is k-free or not. Moreover, if
w is not k-free, the algorithm computes a non-empty factor x1 . . . xk of the
input word w and a partial word u such that xi ⊂ u, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
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We analyze the soundness and the time complexity of this algorithm (on the
random access machine model). In the following we assume that the input
partial word w is over the alphabet A, and ∗ is a symbol not contained in
A; also we denote by n the length of w.
First, we define the two-dimensional array ↑ [ ][ ], with n rows, bn/kc
columns and with elements from A ∪ {}, as follows:

a, if there exists a symbol a such that w[i + hl] ⊂ a for all



h ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, and, for any other symbol b, such that
(1). ↑ [i][l] =
w[i + hl] ⊂ b for all h ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, we have a ⊂ b



∗, otherwise
The usage of the symbol ↑ to denote this array is motivated by the fact that
↑ [i][l] 6= ∗ if and only if every two symbols a and b in the set {w[i], . . . , w[i +
(k − 1)l]} are compatible (therefore, a ↑ b), and both a and b are contained
in ↑ [i][l].
The values stored in this array can be computed using the following
relation:

↑ [i][l], if w[i + lk] ⊂↑ [i][l] and there exists h ∈ {1,. . ., k−1}



such that w[i + lh] 6= ;
(2). ↑ [i+l][l] =
w[i
+
lk],
if w[i + lh] = , for all h ∈ {1,. . ., k−1};



∗, otherwise.
An algorithm that effectively computes this array consists basically in the
following two steps:
• for each possible value of l and for each i, such that i ≤ l, we compute
↑ [i][l], using the definition (1) of the array ↑ [ ][ ].
• we use the relation (2), defined above, to compute recursively the
elements ↑ [i + l][l], . . . , ↑ [i + l b(n − i − (k − 1)l)/lc][l].
By a careful implementation of the above strategy, the time needed to compute all the elements of the array ↑ [ ][ ], on an input consisting of the partial
word w, with |w| = n, and the natural number k, is O(n2 /k).
Further we show how this array can be used to decide whether a given
partial word is k-free or not.
Algorithm 1
function F ree(w, k);
begin
let n := |w|;
compute the array ↑ [ ][ ] as explained above;
for l = 1 to bn/kc do
let counter := 0, s := 0;
for i = 1 to n − l ∗ k + 1 do
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if ↑ [i][l] 6= ∗ then
let counter := counter + 1;
if s = 0 then
let s := i;
endif
else let counter := 0, s := 0;
endif ;
if counter = l then
output: w is not k-free. We have xj = w[s + jl..s + (j + 1)l − 1], j ∈ {1,. . . ,k},
and u =↑ [s][l] . . . ↑ [s + l − 1][l]
return F ree(w, k) := F alse (the algorithm stops)
else counter := 0;
endif ;
endfor
endfor
return F ree(w, k) := T rue; (the algorithm stops)
end.

In order to prove the soundness of Algorithm 1, we remark the following
immediate facts:
• For two partial words x and u, both of length l, we have x ⊂ u if and
only if x[i] ⊂ u[i], for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
• Consequently, for a non-empty factor x = x1 . . . xk of the partial word
w there exists a partial word u, of length l > 0, such that xi ⊂ u if
and only if the string u0 =↑ [r][l] ↑ [r + 1][l] . . . ↑ [r + l − 1][l] does not
contain the symbol ∗, where r is the first position of the factor x in w.
• If the input word w is not k-free, and, by definition, there exists a factor
x1 . . . xk of w and a non-empty partial word u, such that xi ⊂ u, for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then the length of a factor xi is bounded by bn/kc.
The algorithm we propose identifies, if any, a non-empty factor x1 . . .xk
of the input word w and a partial word u such that xi ⊂ u, for all i ∈
{1, . . . , k}. According to the facts presented above, we remark that w is
not k-free if and only if the sequence ↑ [1][l], . . . , ↑ [n − lk + 1][l] contains l
consecutive positions that differ from ∗; moreover, if this sequence contains
l such consecutive positions, starting from the position s, it follows that a
possibility to choose the k factors x1 , . . . , xk of w and the partial word u,
proving that the input word is not k-free, is to set u =↑ [s][l] . . . ↑ [s+l −1][l]
and xi = w[s + (i − 1)l..s + il − 1], for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Once such a possibility
is discovered, the algorithm stops and concludes that w is not k-free; if no
such possibility is identified for any l ≤ bn/kc, the algorithm stops, and
decides that w is k-free.
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The overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 is clearly O(n2 /k), where
n = |w|, since the most time consuming operation is the computation of the
array ↑ [ ][ ]. The space needed by this algorithm is also O(n2 /k).
Finally, we remark that Algorithm 1 can be applied, as well, for full
words. However, in this case, an algorithm working in time O(n log n) can
be developed using suffix arrays ([10, 19]).

4

A generalization of the Thue theorem

The main result we present in this section is that for k ≥ 3 there exist k-free
infinite partial words, containing an arbitrary number of holes, over binary
alphabets. Moreover, we present an algorithm that, given a natural number
n as input, constructs in O(n) time a cube-free partial word that contains
exactly n holes.
The first result that we propose is the following:
Proposition 1 There exist arbitrarily many cube-free infinite partial words,
containing exactly one hole, over a binary alphabet.
Proof. The proof of this property is based on the following approach: we
find the symbols of the Thue-Morse word t (described in Example 1) that
can be replaced by a hole, such that the infinite partial word that we obtain
remains cube-free.
Assume that we replace an arbitrary position in t with a hole; let t0 be
the infinite partial word that we obtain in this manner. We will prove that
for a non-empty factor x1 x2 x3 of t0 , and a partial word u such that xi ⊂ u,
for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we have |xi | < 4 and |xi | =
6 2, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Indeed, if none the factors x1 , x2 , x3 contains the hole inserted in t, the
result is an immediate consequence of Remark 1. Hence, we may assume
that the hole is contained in one of the words x1 , x2 or x3 .
Assume that there exist a non-empty factor x1 x2 x3 of t0 and a partial
word u, such that:
– one of the factors x1 , x2 and x3 contains a hole,
– xi ⊂ u, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
– |xi | ≥ 4 or |xi | = 2, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the hole was placed in x1
(the other cases can be approached similarly). Also, let y1 be the factor of
t in which a hole was inserted in order to obtain x1 ; note that x2 , x3 and
y1 x2 x3 are factors of t, and we have x2 = x3 = u and y1 6= u.
There are several cases to be analyzed:
1: |x1 | = 2k, k ≥ 1, and the first symbol of x1 is placed on an odd
position in t0 . Since t = h(t) (as shown in Example 1), t is cube free
and in t0 was inserted exactly one hole, it follows that x2 = x3 =
u = h(a1 . . . ak ), for some aj ∈ {a, b}, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and y1 =
9

h(a1 . . . al−1 a0 al+1 . . . ak ), where a0 6= al , for an index l, with l ≤ k;
moreover, one of the two symbols of h(a0 ) was replaced with a hole
to obtain x1 . If a0 = b it follows that al = a; since h(a0 ) = ba and
h(al ) = ab it follows that any partial word that can be obtained from
h(a0 ) by replacing one of its symbols with a hole cannot be contained
in h(al ). The same argument holds in the case when a0 = a and al = b.
Thus, we have obtained a contradiction.
2: |x1 | = 2k, k ≥ 1, and the first symbol of x1 is placed on an even
position in t0 . It follows that x2 = x3 = u = b1 h(a1 . . . ak )b2 , for some
b1 , b2 , aj ∈ {a, b}, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}; remark that b1 6= b2 , since
b2 b1 = h(o), for some o ∈ {a, b}. The word y1 may have one of the
following forms:
– y1 = b01 h(a1 . . . ak )b2 with b01 6= b1 , or
– y1 = b1 h(a1 . . . ak )b02 with b02 6= b2 , or
– y1 = b1 h(a1 . . . al−1 a0 al+1 . . . ak )b2 , for some index l and al 6= a0 .
The last possibility leads to a contradiction similarly to the case 1.
If y1 = b01 h(a1 . . . ak )b2 with b01 6= b1 , since b1 6= b2 , it follows that t
contains the factor: h(a1 . . . ak )b2 x2 x3 = h(a1 . . . ak )b2 b1 h(a1 . . . ak )b2
b1 h(a1 . . . ak )b2 , a contradiction to the fact that t is overlap-free.
If y1 = b1 h(a1 . . . ak )b02 , with b02 6= b2 , it follows b02 = b1 , and hence
b1 b1 = h(o), for some o ∈ {a, b}, again a contradiction.
3: |x1 | = 2k + 1, k ≥ 2, and the first symbol of x1 is placed on an odd
position in t0 . It follows that x2 = qh(a1 . . . ak ), and x3 = h(b1 . . . bk )o
for q, o, aj , bj ∈ {a, b}, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. We can easily observe
that aj 6= bj , for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and aj−1 6= bj , for j ∈ {2, . . . , k}.
Consequently, aj = aj+1 and bj = bj+1 , for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
Since t is cube-free, it follows that k = 2. We may assume, without
loss of generality, that q = a; hence: x2 = x3 = ababa. But this is a
contradiction to the fact that t is overlap-free.
4: |x1 | = 2k + 1, k ≥ 2, and the first symbol of x1 is placed on an even
position in t0 . It follows that x2 = h(a1 . . . ak )q, and x3 = oh(b1 . . . bk )
for q, o, aj , bj ∈ {a, b}, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. As in the former case,
we observe that aj 6= bj , for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and aj+1 6= bj , for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. Consequently, aj = aj+1 and bj = bj+1 , for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. In particular, we obtain that a1 6= bk ; thus the first
symbol of h(a1 ) and last symbol of h(bk ) coincide. Since q equals the
last symbol of h(bk ) and o equals the first symbol of h(a1 ), it follows
that q = o. This is not possible, since qo = h(e), for some symbol
e ∈ {a, b}.
All the cases lead to a contradiction. Consequently, we have proved that
for a non-empty factor x1 x2 x3 of t0 , and a partial word u, such that xi ⊂ u,
for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we have |x1 | < 4 and |x1 | =
6 2.
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Therefore, if we want to replace a symbol of the infinite word t with a
hole, and obtain an infinite cube-free partial word t0 , we should only verify
that this replacement does not cause the apparition in t0 of a non-empty
factor x1 x2 x3 , with |x1 | = |x2 | = |x3 |, |x1 | ∈ {1, 3}, for which there exists a
partial word u such that xi ⊂ u, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We observe that there exist positions in t where a substitution, respecting
the restrictions described above, can be performed. For example, in the word
t5 = abbabaabbaababbabaababbaabbabaab, which is a prefix of t (see Example
1), the underlined symbol can be replaced with a hole, and the partial word
we obtain remains cube-free.
Also, we observe that t5 has an infinite number of occurrences as a factor
of t. For each such occurrence, we can construct a cube-free infinite partial
word with exactly one hole, by replacing the 14th symbol in t5 with  (and
obtain an infinite word of the form xabbabaabbaabababaababbaabbabaaby,
with x ∈ {a, b}∗ and y ∈ {a, b}ω , contained in t).
In conclusion, we have proved that there exist infinitely many cube-free
infinite partial words, containing exactly one hole.
2
Remark 3 We can extend the definition of the overlap-freeness to partial
words, similarly to the case of k-freeness. A partial word w is overlap-free if
for any factor x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 of w one cannot find two partial words x and y,
with |x| > 0, such that xi ⊂ x, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and yj ⊂ y, for j ∈ {1, 2}.
Observe that if we substitute any symbol of the word t3 = abbabaab with a
hole, we obtain a partial word that is not overlap-free; obviously, the same
holds for t3 . Since t can be written as the catenation of an infinite number of
words t3 and t3 , it follows that any infinite partial word that can be obtained
from t by substituting several of its symbols with holes is not overlap-free.
Consequently, any infinite partial word obtained from t using the procedure
described in the proof of Proposition 1 is not overlap-free. We state as an
open problem the task of constructing overlap-free infinite partial words over
a binary alphabet.
Since any cube-free infinite partial word is k-free, for k ≥ 3 (as noted in
Remark 2), we obtain, as a corollary of Proposition 1, the following result:
Corollary 1 For k ≥ 3, there exist infinitely many k-free infinite partial
words, containing exactly one hole, over a binary alphabet.
We also obtain, as another consequence, an already known result (see
[8, 18]):
Corollary 2 For k ≥ 3, there exist infinitely many k-free infinite full words,
over a binary alphabet.
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Proof. Let t0 be one of the infinite k-free partial word constructed in the
proof of Proposition 1. We replace the hole in t0 with an a symbol; it is
clear that the word obtained in this manner is a k-free infinite full word,
for k ≥ 3. This procedure can be applied to each of the infinite partial
words constructed in the proof of Proposition 1 and obtain an infinite full
word; each two of these newly obtained infinite full words are different. This
proves the corollary.
2
Next, we extend the result stated in Proposition 1 in order to obtain
infinite cube-free partial words, with arbitrarily many holes.
First, remark that:
Remark 4 The word tk , k ≥ 1, has an infinite number of non-overlapping
occurrences in t, with its first symbol placed on an odd position. To begin
with, tk has one occurrence in t, with the first symbol placed on the position
1. Also, since ti+1 = ti ti , thus ti+2 = ti ti ti ti , and |ti | = 2i , for all i ≥ 1, it
can be easily proved by induction that tk occurs at least 2l times in tk+l+1 ,
all these occurrences having their first symbol placed on an odd position.
Now we can prove:
Proposition 2 There exists a cube-free infinite partial word, containing an
infinite number of holes, over a binary alphabet.
Proof. From Remark 4 it follows that in the Thue-Morse word t there
exist an infinite number of non-overlapping occurrences of the word t5 , each
having its first symbol placed on an odd position. Further, for each of these
occurrences of t5 , we replace its 14th symbol (the underlined symbol in
the factor abbabaabbaababbabaababbaabbabaab) with a hole, in this manner
resulting an infinite partial word, with an infinite number of holes, t0 . It is
clear that t0 can be obtained from t using the finite transduction defined by
a dgsm. We claim that the partial word t0 is cube-free.
Note that if there exist a non-empty factor x1 x2 x3 of t0 and a partial
word u such that xi ⊂ u, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, only a finite number of holes are
contained in this factor; let n be this number. Consequently, to prove our
claim it is sufficient to show that any word obtained by replacing n symbols
of t with holes, on some of the aforementioned positions, is cube-free, for all
n ∈ N.
We prove this result by induction on n: for n = 1 it was already shown
to be true in the proof of Proposition 1. We assume the statement holds for
all k < n, and prove it for n.
Let t{n} be a word obtained by replacing n symbols of t with holes, on n
of the positions already defined. Assume, for the purpose of contradiction,
that t{n} contains a non-empty factor x1 x2 x3 and there exists a partial word
u such that xi ⊂ u, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. All the holes are contained in the factor
12

x1 x2 x3 ; otherwise, we obtain, using the procedure described above, a noncube-free infinite partial word with less than n holes, a contradiction to the
induction hypothesis.
Note that in the infinite partial word t{n} there are at least 31 symbols
between two distinct holes. Moreover, since n ≥ 2, it follows that the
factor x1 x2 x3 , whose length is divisible by 3, has at least 33 symbols, and,
consequently, |xi | ≥ 11, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Also, remark that any the hole
appearing in t{n} replaces a b symbol, and, consequently, the position that
corresponds in u to that hole is occupied by an a symbol (otherwise, the
hole is not necessary, and, again, we obtain a contradiction to the induction
hypothesis). Finally, remark that all the holes are placed on an even position
in t.
There are several cases to be analyzed:
(1) x1 contains at least one hole;
(2) x3 contains at least one hole, and x1 does not contain any hole;
(3) x2 contains at least one hole, and both x1 and x3 do not.
In the first case, we have x1 = w11 o1 w12 , x2 = w21 o2 w22 , and x3 =
w31 o3 w32 , o1 =  and u = u1 au2 , where wij ⊂ uj , for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
j ∈ {1, 2}. Again, there are two cases to be discussed:
– o2 = a, and,
– o2 = .
Note that o2 and o3 cannot be simultaneously equal to , because, otherwise,
none of the holes o1 , o2 and o3 is necessary, contradiction to the induction
hypothesis.
We will only describe how the first case leads to a contradiction, since the
other one can be treated similarly. We remarked that |x1 | ≥ 11; therefore,
we have |w11 | + |w12 | ≥ 10, so at least one of the words |w11 | and |w12 | is of
length greater or equal to 5. If |w11 | ≥ 5, it follows that baaba is a factor of
x1 , and, consequently, baabaa is a factor of u. Thus baabaa or a partial word
contained in baabaa, with exactly one  replacing one of the a symbols, is
a factor of x2 ; but this leads to a contradiction. Indeed, in the case when
no hole appears in this factor, since t{n} was obtained by substituting some
of the symbols of t = h(t) with holes, it follows that at least one of the
two groups aa should be the image of a symbol through the morphism h,
which is impossible. In the other case, when a hole replaces an a symbol,
considering the way we introduce holes in t, it follows that  can replace
only the last a in the sequence, which coincides with the symbol denoted
by o2 . This is a contradiction to the assumption that o2 6= . If |w11 | < 5
and |w12 | ≥ 6, it follows that babaab is a factor of x1 . If 5 > |w11 | ≥ 1, it
follows that aababaab is a factor of u. Consequently aababaab (or a partial
word contained in aababaab, with exactly one  replacing an a symbol) is
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a factor of x2 , again a contradiction, from the same reason as above. If
|w11 | = 0, it follows that ababaababba is a factor of u. Hence ababaababba
(or a partial word contained in ababaababba, with exactly one  replacing
one of the a symbols, other than the first) is a prefix of x2 . Remark that
no partial word contained in ababaababba, with a hole instead of an a other
than the first one, can be obtained by the procedure that we use, since any
hole should be followed by the factor babaab or preceded by an a symbol.
Therefore, ababaababba is a prefix of x2 . Also, note that the first symbol of
x2 is on an even position in t{n} (otherwise, the group aa would have been
the image of a symbol through the morphism h, a contradiction). In this
case, since x1 starts with , and a hole can be placed only on even positions,
we obtain that the length of the string w12 is odd. Since the first symbol
of x2 is a, it follows that the last symbol of w12 is b, as well as the last
symbol of u. This implies that the last symbols of x2 and x3 are b symbols.
Since the last symbol of x3 is placed on an odd position, it follows that the
symbol placed exactly after x3 in t{n} is an a. Consequently, y1 = w12 o2 ,
y2 = w22 o3 , y3 = w32 a and y1 y2 y3 are factors of t{n} , u0 = u2 a is a partial
word, such that yi ⊂ u0 , for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and y1 y2 y3 contains n − 1 holes,
which is a contradiction to the induction hypothesis.
Further, we assume that x1 does not contain any hole, and analyze the
other cases. If x2 = w21 w22 , with w21 6= λ, or x3 = w31 w32 , with w31 6= λ,
we can apply similar arguments to the above reasoning, and reach the same
conclusion. If none of these cases occur, it follows that holes may replace
only the symbols placed on the first positions of x2 and x3 ; therefore, n ≤ 2.
But, due to the induction hypothesis, we have n ≥ 2, and, thus, we obtain
n = 2. Hence, we have x2 = w and x3 = w, and no other  exists in t{n} ;
moreover, x1 = u = aw. It follows that awww is a factor of t{2} , where
w is a non-empty word that does not contain any hole. Thus, wbwbw is a
factor of t, a contradiction to the fact that t is overlap-free.
Since all the cases lead to a contradiction, we conclude that the assumption we made is false. This concludes our proof.
2
Considering that there are infinitely many non-overlapping occurrences
of t5 in t, having their first symbols placed on odd positions, it follows that
we can obtain an infinite number of cube-free infinite partial words with
an infinite number of holes. This can be done by choosing, randomly, an
infinite number of such occurrences of t5 and substitute, in each of them, the
14th symbol with a hole, as we have described in the proof of Proposition
2; it is clear that all the infinite partial words obtained in this manner are
cube-free.
The following corollary is immediate:
Corollary 3 For k ≥ 3, there exist arbitrarily many k-free infinite partial
words, containing an infinite number of holes, over a binary alphabet.
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The proof of Proposition 2 provides an efficient solution to the following
algorithmic problem: given the natural number n find a k-free partial word
(for some k ≥ 3) containing exactly n holes. In the following, we propose
an algorithm that constructs a cube-free partial word with exactly n holes,
offering, thus, a solution for this problem.
As stated in Remark 4, the word tn+6 , with n ≥ 1, contains at least 2n
non-overlapping occurrences of t5 having the first symbol on an odd position.
Also, note that both the computational time and space needed to construct
tn are O(2n ). Thus, tdlog2 ne+6 has O(n) symbols and can be constructed in
O(n) time; also, it contains n non-overlapping occurrences of t5 , each having
its first symbol on an odd position. According to the proof of Proposition
2, the following algorithm constructs a cube-free partial word:
Algorithm 2
function Construct − cube − f ree − word(n);
begin
construct tdlog2 ne+6 ;
identify n non-overlapping occurrences of t5 in tdlog2 ne+6 , having their first symbols
on odd positions
for each of these occurrence do
substitute its 14th symbol with ; endfor;
denote by t0dlog ne+6 the word obtained after the n substitutions were performed;
2
return Construct − cube − f ree − word(n) := t0dlog ne+6 ; (the algorithm stops)
2
end.

The running time of the above algorithm is clearly O(n). Indeed, we
have already stated that the step where tdlog2 ne+6 is constructed can be
performed in linear time; also, the identification of the occurrences of t5 as
well as the step where the 14th symbol of each of these strings is substituted
with a hole can be completed in O(n) steps, since these operations can be
easily implemented using a dgsm.
We remark that it is impossible to solve this problem with an algorithm
that requires less than n steps, since the string we construct must have at
least n symbols, the holes.

5

Infinite k-free partial words over four-symbol
alphabets

Although the result in Proposition 2 exhibits a method for the construction
of infinite k-free partial words over an alphabet with at least two symbols, we
study in this section the existence of infinite k-free partial words over a foursymbol alphabet. The motivation for this study comes from the following
two points.
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First, a theoretical motivation. The constructions we present in this
section have properties that seem interesting to us: we define an infinite
word in which we can replace any symbol with a hole and it still remains
cube-free; we show that it is impossible to define such a word in the case
of alphabets with less than 4 symbols. The same infinite word verifies the
property that we can replace randomly an arbitrarily large (infinite) number
of its symbols with holes, such that each two consecutive holes are separated
by at least two symbols, and still obtain a cube-free infinite partial word.
This property can be regarded as an optimal result, since any partial word,
that contains two holes with less than two symbols between them, is not
cube-free; note, though, that such partial words may still be k-free, for
some k > 3. Nevertheless, this condition provides the elements needed to
construct a cube-free partial word that contains exactly n holes and has the
minimum length among all the possible cube-free partial words with n holes,
regardless of the alphabet over which these words are constructed.
Second, there have been studied applications of both partial and infinite words in the processing and analysis of DNA strings ([11, 16]), which
are encoded over the four-symbol alphabet {a, c, g, t}. Therefore, it seems
interesting to us to analyze the existence and construction of k-free partial
words that contain effectively 4 symbols.
To begin with, we define the morphism φ : {a, b}∗ → {a, b, c, d}∗ , that
works as follows: φ(a) = abcd and φ(b) = badc. Let w = φ(t) be the infinite
word obtained by applying φ to the Thue-Morse word t. We observe that
if we delete the c and d symbols from w, we obtain t; also, if we delete the
a and b symbols, we obtain the Thue-Morse word in which a is replaced by
c and b by d, respectively. To keep the exposure simple, assume that the
distance between two symbols of w, placed on the positions n1 and n2 of
w, respectively, is defined as |n1 − n2 |. Note that the distance between two
identical symbols of w can be 4s, 4s + 1 or 4s + 3, for some s ∈ N+ .
It is not hard to see that w is cube-free. To prove this, assume, for the
purpose of contradiction, that w contains a factor xxx, with x ∈ {a, b, c, d}+ .
Also, assume that x has an a as its first symbol. First, it follows that
|x| = 4k, |x| = 4k + 1 or |x| = 4k + 3, with k ∈ N, since |x| equals the
distance between the first symbol of the first x factor and the first symbol
of the second x factor, which are identical. If |x| = 4k it follows that if
we delete the c and d symbols from xxx we obtain a non-empty factor sss,
s ∈ {a, b}+ , contained in the Thue-Morse word t; but, this would mean that
t is not cube-free, a contradiction to Theorem 1. If |x| is odd it follows
that the distance between the first symbol of the first factor x and the first
symbol of the third factor x is 4p + 2, for some p ∈ N, a contradiction. If x
has as first symbol a b, a c or a d, similar arguments lead to a contradiction.
Also, we observe that any word that can be obtained from w by substituting one of its symbol with a hole is still cube-free. Let w0 be an infinite
word obtained by replacing a symbol of w with a hole; also, assume that w0
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contains a non-empty factor x1 x2 x3 and there exists a partial word u such
that xi ⊂ u for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. First, remark that |x1 | > 1. If |x1 | = 4k,
with k ∈ N+ , and  replaces a c or a d symbol, then we proceed as above
and delete the c and the d symbols, as well as the , and obtain that t is not
cube-free, a contradiction; the same strategy is applied for the case when 
replaces an a or a b symbol, but now the deleted symbols are a, b and .
If |x1 | = 4k + 1 or |x1 | = 4k + 3, with k ∈ N, it follows, from the proof of
the fact that w is cube free, that one of the first symbols of x1 , x2 or x3 is a
hole (otherwise the distance between two identical symbols of w is 4p+2, for
some p ∈ N). But, this would mean that the symbols on the second positions
of each of these factors coincide. Hence, the distance between the second
symbol of x1 and the second symbol of x3 , which are identical, is 4p + 2 with
p ∈ N, a contradiction. Finally, with the same arguments, |x1 | 6= 4k + 2.
Consequently, the assumption that we made is false, and by replacing any
symbol of w by a hole in w we still obtain a cube-free word.
Remark that in the case of 3-symbol alphabets it is impossible to construct an infinite word z in which we can substitute randomly one of its
symbols with a hole and obtain a cube-free word in all the cases. Indeed, if
such a word exists it follows that the number of symbols between two identical symbols of z is at least 2; but the words that verify this condition are
of the form l1 l2 l3 l1 l2 l3 l1 l2 l3 . . ., where l1 , l2 and l3 are different symbols. A
word having this form is not cube-free, and, thus, the partial word obtained
by replacing one of its symbols with a hole is not cube-free, as well.
The strategy of replacing randomly a symbol of w with a hole produces
a cube-free infinite partial word in all the cases, but it does not necessarily
produce an overlap-free infinite partial word. Indeed, one can prove that
w is overlap-free in the same way as we have proved that it is cube-free.
However, w contains a factor cabcdabcd, in which the first symbol can be
replaced with a hole, and, in this manner, obtain an infinite partial word
that is not overlap-free. The problem of finding an the symbols of w that
can be replaced with a hole such that the word we obtain is overlap-free
seems interesting to us.
The main result that we propose in this section is the following:
Proposition 3 If w0 is an infinite partial word obtained from w = φ(t) by
replacing an infinite number of its symbols with holes, such that each two
consecutive holes are separated by at least two symbols, then w0 is cube-free.
Proof. Assume, for the purpose of contradiction, that w0 contains a nonempty factor x1 x2 x3 and there exists a partial word u, such that xi ⊂ u, for
all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
It is not hard to see that |x1 | ≥ 3. Note that there exists k ≤ |x1 |
such that the k th symbols of x1 and x3 are both different from ; this holds
because, otherwise, it is impossible to have at least two symbols between
every two consecutive holes. This remark proves that the length of |x1 | is
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even (otherwise, the distance between the two identical symbols placed on
the k th position of x1 and x3 is a number of the form 4m+2, a contradiction).
In a similar fashion we can show that there exists l ≤ |x1 | such that the lth
symbols of x1 and x2 are both different from ; combined with the fact that
|x1 | is even, this leads to the fact that |x1 | = 4m, for some m ∈ N.
Let y1 , y2 and y3 be the factors of w from which x1 , x2 and, respectively,
x3 were obtained, by replacing some of their symbols with holes. Since
|yi | = |xi | = 4m, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, it follows that these words have the
following form: yi = wi1 bi,1 . . . bi,m−1 wi2 , such that: bi,j = φ(li,j ), with
li,j ∈ {a, b}, |w11 | = |w21 | = |w31 |, |w12 | = |w22 | = |w32 |, w12 w21 = φ(l1 ),
and w22 w31 = φ(l2 ), with l1 , l2 ∈ {a, b}. We assume that, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
we have xi = ui1 ci,1 . . . ci,m−1 ui2 , where ci,j was obtained from bi,j , ui1 from
wi1 , and ui2 from wi2 , for all i and j, respectively, by replacing some of their
symbols with holes.
If there exist j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and i, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that i 6= k and
bi,j 6= bk,j , it follows that bi,j and bk,j differ on every position, i.e., the oth
symbols of bi,j differs from the oth symbol of bk,j , for all o ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Consequently, at least 4 symbols in both these words must be substituted
with holes in order to obtain ci,j and ck,j , which are both included in the
same partial word. But this is impossible, since two consecutive holes are
separated by at least two symbols. Thus, we obtain that b1,j = b2,j = b3,j ,
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. This proves that yi = wi1 xwi2 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and
x = φ(x0 ), for some factor x0 of t.
In the same manner, we can show that w12 w21 = w22 w31 , and, as a
consequence l1 = l2 = l. Note that if x 6= λ, we deduce that w contains
the factor xφ(l)xφ(l)x, and, since x = φ(x0 ), it follows that t is not overlapfree (having as a factor the word x0 lx0 lx0 ), a contradiction. Hence, we may
assume, for the rest of the proof, that x = λ.
Moreover, we can obtain, similarly, that if |w11 | ≥ 3 then w11 = w21 =
w31 ; but this would prove that w contains the factor vy1 y2 y3 , where v ∈
{a, b, c, d} ∪ {λ} such that vw11 = w12 w21 = w22 w31 = φ(l). Consequently,
w contains the factor vw11 w12 w21 w22 w31 , a contradiction to the fact that w
is cube-free. Analogously, the case when |w12 | ≥ 3 leads to a contradiction.
Thus, the only possibility left to be analyzed is when we have |wi1 | =
|wi2 | = 2, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. If w11 = w21 or w32 = w12 , we obtain again,
easily, a contradiction. Hence, we have w11 6= w21 (which implies that they
differ on every position) and w32 6= w12 (also implying that they differ on
every position). Since uij was obtained from wij by substituting some of
their symbols with holes, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, 2}, it follows that
the strings u32 u11 and u12 u21 are both contained in the same word (which
consists in the last two symbols of u followed by the first two symbols of
u). Again, this means that at least 4 symbols in the strings w32 w11 and
w12 w21 were substituted with holes. But this is impossible because each two
consecutive holes are separated by at least two symbols.
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We have shown that all the cases lead to a contradiction, and, consequently, the assumption that we have made, namely that w0 is not cube-free,
is false. This concludes our proof.
2
The following corollary results immediately:
Corollary 4 If w0 is an infinite partial word obtained from w = φ(t) by
inserting an infinite number of holes, such that each two consecutive holes
are separated by at least two symbols, then w0 is k-free, for every k ≥ 3.
This time, an algorithm that produces a k-free word with n holes, for
k ≥ 3, can be obtained more easily: we construct the prefix of length 3n − 2
of φ(t) and replace n of its symbols with holes, such that the number of
symbols between two consecutive holes is 2. In this way we obtain the
cube-free partial word (thus, k-free partial word) with exactly n holes.
Algorithm 3
function Construct − cube − f ree − word − 4 − symbols(n);
begin
construct tdlog2 d3n/4ee (this word has d3n/4e symbols);
construct u = φ(tdlog2 d3n/4ee ) (this word has at least 3n symbols);
construct v as the prefix of length 3n − 2 of u;
construct v 0 from v by replacing the symbols on the positions 1, 4, . . . , 3n − 2 with
holes;
return Construct − cube − f ree − word − 4 − symbols(n) := v 0 ; (the algorithm stops)
end.

The time complexity of this algorithm, as in the case of Algorithm 2, is
clearly O(n), as well as its space complexity. Remark, also, that the partial
word produced by this algorithm has the minimal length that a cube-free
partial word containing n holes can have. Indeed, if the length of a partial
word w is less than 3n − 2 it follows that in this word one can find two holes
that are separated by at most one symbol, and, consequently, it has at least
one factor of the form l, l or l, for some symbol l. In all these cases
w is not cube-free.

6

Conclusions

We state, as a possible sequel of the work presented here, the open problem
of the existence of overlap-free infinite partial words, as well as the problem
of designing efficient algorithms for the construction of such words. Also,
from the algorithmic point of view, there are several problems that seem
interesting to us, and we were not able to solve efficiently nor to prove that
they are intractable. First, given a k-free full word, what is the maximum
number symbols that can be replaced with holes in this word, such that
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the partial word we obtain is k-free? Second, given a partial word over an
alphabet V , find, if any, a possibility to replace each hole with a symbol from
V such that the word obtained in this fashion is k-free; is there a method
to compute the number of all these possibilities efficiently?
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